1a. Assemble retractors (sold separately) as required onto gather bracket (4 retractors shown). Mount 1-4 retractors in any location.

4a. Align ring-pin holes and insert (2) ring pin on both sides of assembly. For additional tamper-proof installation, install (2) #6-32 x 1/4 long pan head screw.

4b. Center adjustable hanger and loosen wingnut. Align adjustable hanger holes with retractor flange holes. Ensuring the hanger is vertical as possible, and insert appropriate-length clevis pin. Secure clevis pin with hair-pin cotter.

4c. Lift retractor assembly to take up all slack and tighten hanger wingnut to ensure assembly weight is carried by the table. Hanger nut can be tightened for additional installation security.

1b. Assemble gap fillers in any location not occupied by a retractor, at the desired height.
1c. INSTALL CHASSIS SUPPORT BRACKET. 1 REQUIRED FOR 1 RETRACTOR INSTALLED. FOR 2-4 RETRACTORS SUPPORT BRACKET IS OPTIONAL.

2. INSTALL ADJUSTABLE HANGER ONTO T6 SHROUD WITH 4" CLEVIS PIN AND SECURE WITH HAIR-PIN COTTER.

3. SLIDE RETRACTOR ASSEMBLY UP INTO T6 ASSEMBLY.